 Words from White 
Week of May 18, 2020
Concerns?
I am
©The Little Ladybug
Shopan email away!
kwhite@carmelschools.org

Student Stuff…
Hey KES’ers! Don’t forget we are doing the
pledge every Friday at 9:30. Last week James
wanted me to go down the slide. (Secret- I
didn’t do it because I had PJ bottoms on!
LOL!) So this Friday I do the pledge and go
down the slide. Make sure a parent helps
you go to the Kent Elementary School 6C’s
Facebook page so you can join us! Email Phys
Ed pics to Coach C so he can share them with
the district on Twitter and Facebook. Have a
parent snap a pic for you and send it in.
Everyone loves seeing what you are up to
with your physical activities! Miss you tons
and I love you even more! Stay strong, we’ll
be back together again, I promise. XO

Updates…
~After a review of the results of the Distance
Learning Survey, changes were made to the plan
including an additional “Facetime” and
adjustments to the instruction offered. These
changes will be presented at the BOE meeting on
May 26th, not the 19th as previously stated.
Meetings are live streamed on the CCSD website.
~Memorial Day, Monday, May 25th is a no school
day. Teachers will not be assigning work for that
day. Enjoy a day of down time and relax a little bit
with the kiddos!
~Any child who was referred for a SPED evaluation
is in “holding.” Our SPED office will be resuming
with evaluations upon return as there is no way to
test students remotely.
~If you need more support for your child, or are
struggling to keep up, please email your teacher
directly. We are here to help and will do all we can
to ensure our children, and you, are supported!
~I will be hosting a second grade read aloud
coming soon!  An email with an invite will follow
for those students.

Student Belongings…
Teachers have started the very sad task of cleaning out classrooms to close them for the school
year.  Parents will be able to pick up student belongings next week according to grade. For
parents who have children in different grades, you will need to come at multiple times as trying
to bundle families together was logistically impossible to maintain an organized pick up and
prevent cross contamination between classrooms. Details are in a separate attachment.
Medications will also be available for pick up on June 8th between 10 and 12 at Kent Primary
School, not our school. A call will be made as a reminder the week before.

